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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The contemporary educated woman is confronted with increasing
numbers of options in planning her life. According to G-lick (1955)
all women's lives have been affected by the trends toward earlier
marriage, smaller families, and longer life. Larger numbers of signif-
icant options are available to women due to breakthroughs after World
War II which reduced the barriers against the employment of married
women in middle- and upper-income classes. Besides this modification
in the social mores related to women's employment, Ginzberg (1966)
emphasizes the changes brought about by the encouragement of the
education of women.
The contemporary American woman with a college eduoation has
access to many stimulating professional jobs (Ginzberg, 1966).
Educated young women today may pursue careers in combination with
married life with greater ease than ever. Educational training in
combination with the changing social mores, and the trends toward
smaller families and longer life create a large number of significant
options from which educated women may shape their life styles. Women
with college educations remain a minority in the contemporary American
society. Their experiences and life styles may set the pace for the
future
.
Although the changing life styles of educated women have
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rocoivcd much attention in the pact decade, more rosoarch is roquired
on the causes of such changes. Tho rooent rosoarch of Froedman (1962)
and Ginsberg (19G6) havo contributed to the body of knowledge on tho
kinds of rolos that oducatod womon are ohoosing to play. Much Ions
rosoarch has fooused on the causes of the types of roles women play.
Kany factors might influence role choices. According to Freedman (1962)
the effect that academic experiences while in college have upon later
role choices is an area of influence which has rarely been explored.
This research focuses on the roles played in the present stages
of selected young women's life cycle. The entire sequence of roles is
not studied, only the clusters of roles at this selected young adult
stage of the subjects. Another area of focus is the effect of academic
experiences in college on future life styles of women. Overall, the
longitudinal research will be involved in analysing the role sequences
and total life style of the subject.
A longitudinal descriptive study of educated women's roles is
regarded as important for several reasons. Since educated women may
be in the forefront of new trends, more adequate predictions of poten-
tial family life patterns are enabled by such a study. A longitudinal
study provides further insight into the causes of educated womon'
s
role preferences. Such a study provides a method of evaluating the
college experiences and their impact on educated women's life styles
after college. A longitudinal study of this type is important to
educators, counselors, family sociologists, and other professionals
concerned with women's changing life styles.
The initiation of an Honors Program by the College of Home
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Econoniics at Kansas State University in the Fall of 1958 stimulated the
plan to study the participants of that program as thoy progressed
through their college yoars. According to Kell and Kennedy (1966)
these honors students ranked in the top 10 per cent on American
College Testing Program scores* Although the Honors Program could not
be termed an accelerated program, opportunities were provided for mem-
bers to bypass some elementary courses, attend honors sections of cer-
tain classes, participate in honors student seminars and be assigned
to special advisors. The main purpose of the Honors Program was to
challenge superior home economics students by adding enrichment and
depth to their college experience (Hoffman, 1959),
Other students were selected for study along with the honors
students. These non-honors students were matched with the honors
students by father's occupation, size of homo town, and size of high
school graduating class. These non-honors students ranked below the
top 10 per cent level on the American College Testing Program scores
(Kell, Kennedy, 1966).
The design of the Honors Research Project included interviews
of all subjects in their freshman, sophomore, and senior years. A
selected battery of tests was administered at scheduled intervals.
Subjects remained participants in this phase of the researoh as long
as they were enrolled in the College of Home Economics. The present
research is the first follow-up contact with the' subjects sinoe they
originally left Kansas State University.
The three major objectives of this research are as follows:
l) To describe the current roles of the subjects, as a total
group;
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2) To compare descriptively the current roles of the subjects
who wore participants in the College of Home Economics
Honors Program with those subjects who were not participants
in the Honors Program;
5) To compare descriptively the current roles of the subjects
who gradxaated from college with those who did not graduate.
The area of focus for this thesis has been presented in the
above paragraphs. From the review of literature in Chapter II, the
major concepts of the study will be derived and relevant empirical
research findings presented. Chapter III will include the explanation
of how the subjects were selected for the study, a biographic descrip-
tion of the subjects, and presentation of the methods of data collection.
The findings will be reported in Chapter IV. The relationships
of the findings to the concepts of the life styles of educated women




Study of tho developmental processes of young women's life
styles is aided by examination within a framework. The developmental
framework, selected for this study, is appropriate for the longitudinal
analyses of the family system. The developmental theoretical approach
has not been established as a bona fide theoretical system distinot
from all other theories. However many concepts from the developmental
framework were derived for use in the present study, laying a groundwork
for the understanding of the developing life styles of the subjects of
this study. The assumptions which appear to underlie the developmental
framework are as follows (Hill and Rodgers, 1964):
1. Human conduct is best seen as a function of the preceding
as well as the ourrent social milieu and the individual
conditions.
2. Human conduct cannot be adequately understood apart from
human development.
3. The human is an actor as well as a reactor.
4. Individual and group development is best seen as dependent
upon stimulation by a social milieu as well as on inherent
(developed) capacities*
5. The individual in a social setting is the basic autonomous
unit*
The first major concept of the developmental framework is that
of the family life cycle which defines phases of individual's lives in
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terms of the stage of his family. The stages in" family life cycles can
be defined by marked changes in the roles in any family member. As the
concept of the family life cycle has been refined, the originally desig-
nated stages have been supplemented (Kill and Rodgers, 1964). From
earliest conceptualizations involving four stages, Duvall developed an
eight stage cycle, and more recently Rodgers has developed stages that
include twenty-four distinct role complexes. Originally the life cycle
concept was utilized for demographic categories. However, according
to Hill and Rodgers, it has developed into a "sensitizing concept for
descriptive writing about the content of family living over the family
life span."
Glick (1955) utilized the family life cycle ooncept and demon-
strated changes in families from 1890 to 1950. He concluded that while
the average family undergoes many changes in the course of its life
cycle, these changes are different from those which prevailed a genera-
tion or two ago. He pinpointed trends toward earlier marriage, smaller
families and longer life. These trends would have an effect then on
the individual roles played within the family. One such change is the
greater opportunity for women to be gainfully employed, due to the
smaller families and the longer life span.
At the time when the Honors Research Project began, all the sub-
jects were involved in the launching stage of the family life cycle,
the stage that includes the years in the family when children begin to
leave the home. At the time of the follow-up study, most had begun the
establishment phase of the family life cycle. The stage of the life
cycle a family is in may affect significantly the kinds of roles the
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waman plays. Therefore, some researchers believe that focus cannot bo
placed on an isolated area of women's lives, such as their careors,
because "each decision with respect to their jobs might have an ovon
greater impact on their families than on their careers" (Ginzberg, 1966).
Also, according to Glide's studies (1955), changes in family life pat-
terns between generations seem to affect the kinds of roles which women
play. Thus, although the present study focuses on selected roles in
young women's lives, such as mother, student, and paid employee, the
total family setting must be considered to gain some understanding of
the processes occurring in these women's lives.
The examination of each individual's role in a family is best
conceptualized through "role sequence," defined as: "The series of
roles which an occupant of a position is called upon to play as he
moves through the life cycle" (Hill and Rodgers, 1964). The positional
career concept (?arber, 1961) also portrays this dimension as,
"... progression of statuses and functions which unfold in a more or
less orderly though not predetermined sequence in the pursuit of values
which themselves emerge in the course of experience." This concept can
be utilized to examine the dimension of the total life span of the indi-
vidual within the family. The concept of life style also encompasses
the total life span of the individual. According to Ginzberg (1966)
the life style of an individual is defined as, "... that orientation
to self, others, and society, that each individual develops, that is,
his value orientation."
The second major concept of the developmental framework is that
of the developmental task, defined as:
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• . . a sot of norms (role expectations) arising at a
particular point; in the career of a position in a social
system, whioh, if incorporated by the occupant of the. posi-
tion as a roio cr part of a role cluster, brings about inte-
gration and temporary equilibrium in the system with regard
to a role complex; failure to incorporate the norms loads to
lack of integration, application of additional normative pres-
sures in the form of sanotions ana difficulty in incorporating
later norms into the role cluster of the position (Ciiristenson,
1964).
Some of the individual developmental tasks of the teenager during the
launching stage are: achieving emotional independence of parents,
selecting and preparing for an occupation, preparing for marriage ana
family life, selecting a mate, and starting a family (Eavighurst, 1952).
It is difficult to assess the validity of assuming completion of ooliege
as a necessity for some women to complete their other developmental
tasks. Thus, application of this concept to this phase of the study is
tenuous. Muoh would depend on the subjects' original motives and goals
that they possessed as college freshmen. If they were highly motivated
to attain a career requiring college training, graduation might be con-
sidered a developmental task. Those who failed to reach this goal
would consequently experience ramifications of "... lack of integra-
tion . . • and difficulty in incorporating later norms" in later roles.
If such motivation were not high, attainment of a aegree would probably
not be considered as necessary for suocess in future tasks.
Earlier research on the subjects involved in this Honors Research
Project did not attempt to measure motivation for college education,
thus it would be difficult to draw conclusions regarding differences
between the college graduates and the ooliege drop-outs from the oonoept
of developmental tasks.
Concepts fro:.! the developmental framework derived for use in the
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prcsent study were presonted in tho abovo paragraphs. The following
discussions attempt to summarize tho information which is available
about the lifo stylos of educated women. A more spocifio section ex-
ploros litorature related to the area of the long term effects of
academic experiences on later roles in women's lives.
Long-term Effects of Academic Experiences
A review of the literature revealed little research directed
toward investigation of possible relationships between academic roles
played by female college students and their later roles in life. Two
subgroups from the total group of subjects were selected for investiga-
tion in the present study which related to academic experiences during
college years.
Academic experiences of the subjects must be kept in perspective
with their total life style. Tho academic ability or motivation of an
individual while in college is probably congruent with the roles the
individual played before his college experiences and his subsequent
performance after college.
If one looks at the college experience against the background
of a total life, or a considerable part of one, . . . the experi-
ence tends to shrink in importance. It takes its natural place
within a life pattern, being utilized in different ways by differ-
ent individuals almost always in a fashion which is consistent
with what they were and what they were becoming (Sanford, 1957).
Sanford's theory of development would indicate that students' differ-
ences evident during college should persist into- their later life,
resulting in different life patterns for different types of students.
One of the most complex and systematic analysis of under-
graduates* characteristics and their relationships to activities
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sub sequent to graduation was carried out by Brown (1S62). The subjoots
involved wore fifty Vassar College alumnao of the classes 1929-1935.
These women wore classified into five goneral educational patterns of
social activity and poor group orientation, overachievorc , undor-
achievors with future family orientation, high achievers, and identity
seekers. Brown's work demonstrated the possible different meanings and
different implications of equivalent academic achievement for students.
Socialization by the family, environmental demands, and social identity
groups during socialisation predispose students to react selectively
to the educational experience. Clearly there is a need for an enlarge-
ment of the context within which students and their achievements are
viewed
•
From research such as Brown's, it is evident that caution must
be exercised in drawing conclusions about the causes for possible dif-
ferences between honors and non-honors students in the present study.
Students in the College of Home Economics Honors Program experienced
special privileges and a degree of acceleration (Hoffman, 1959).
However, according to Quint (1961) a more significant variable might
be that of the existing differences in intellectual ability.
I do not think that a direct correlation can be made between
Honors work and their subsequent careers and achievements. If
they mako good, can we ascribe their suocess to their work in
Honors? And if conversely, they do not - what then? . • * Natu-
rally bright students are picked for Honors, and if they turn out
to be successful it comes in part from the fact that they were
good to start with . . . Who is to say they would not have done
just as well without Honors work (Quint, 1961)?
The sample for the present study included honors students ranked in the
top 10 per cent on the American College Testing Program soores, and the
non-honors who ranked below the 10 per cent level (Kell, Kennedy, 1966).
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Flesher and Presscy (Freedman, 1962) studied alumnae of an
acceleratod program in Ohio and the controls from a regular academic
program, "en years aftor graduation, the accelerates had obtained a
significantly higher number of advanced dogroes, and a significantly
larger number were working after marriage. A slightly higher percentage
of nonaccelerates were married. The two groups participated to the
same degree in community activities.
Freedman (1962) notes the rarity of studies such as Pressey and
Flesher's which evaluate the later effects of educational programs.
Freedman reviewed some studies which report conflicting findings in
this area. Plasse's doctoral dissertation found undergraduate scholar-
ship was little related to alumni achievement. In contrast, Havomann
and West (1S52) reported that grades were related to finanoial success
in all fields except business.
A study of the honors, non-honors participants of the present
research, while in college, revealed that while attitudinal differ-
ences between the two groups existed in their freshman year, by their
junior year those attitudinal differences no longer held (Kell,
Kennedy, 1S66). These findings might lead to conclusions that there
would pro sently be no significant differences in the two groups.
Due to the complex factors involved in the effects of academic
exoerieiices on later role performance and the lack of systematic re-
search in the area, realistic predictions of present differences be-
tween the honors' and non-honors subjects of this study were not possible.
The other area of comparison between subjects of the present
study was that of graduation from college, versus failure to graduate.
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Many surveys compared college graduates with high school graduatos,
but such studios did not include the effects of the college exporienco
as measured by changes occurring during college (Farquis, 1958). like-
wise, little literature existed comparing students who graduated with
students who began their college education but did not persist to
graduation.
The majority cf research on student graduation focused on the
causative factors leading to college graduation. Birth order was one
area often investigated. Bayer (1966) reported a significant over-
representation of first born children in college and graduate school.
The last torn were the least likely to attend college, except whore
families of the same size were compared, then no significant differ-
ences between first and last born existed. Kammey (1966) advanced the
hypothesis that the first born women are more traditional and more
likely to choose marriage over graduation. This was seen as consistent
with Rossi's thesis that the first born girl is more committed to the
preservation of traditional social roles. No conclusions could be
drawn regarding the effects of birth order on persistence to graduation
from the above findings.
After a review of available literature on factors associated
with dropping out of college, Summerskill (1962) summarized the main
factors usually investigated: biological and social factors including
age at matriculation, socio-economic factors, and hometown size;
academic factors of secondary school preparation and scholastic apti-
tude; and such factors as motivation, adjustment, illness and injury,
and finances. The most important of these appeared to be the academic.
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motivational, and financial factors. The present study did not investi-
gate reasons for dropping out of school, and the previous research indi-
cates there are no clear-cut reasons for students leaving school.
Related also to the area of college graduation are studies of
attrition rates. The average rate cited of students leaving college
before receiving their undergraduate degroe was 50 per cent (Summerskill,
1962), with some variations between schools. A recent study by Eckland
(1964) highlighted errors existing in many college attrition studies.
The main error was the failure of predictions related to the return and
graduation of the drop-out. Leaving college did not always mean termi-
nation of the student's education. Eckland reported a Vanderbuilt study
which had a 49 per cent dropout rate, however seven years later more
than half of these returned or were potential graduates. Eckland also
reported that of those who gave marriage as a reason for dropping out,
71 per cent never graduated.
Thus, a review of the available literature revealed a lack of
research or knowledge about the effects of these selected academic ex-
periences on the later role performance of female college students.
The research which does exist demonstrates the complexity of the problem
and the need for further, more systematic studies.




Many magazine articles and books in recent years have focused
on the subject of women's changing life patterns. The Feminine L'ystique
(Friedan, 1965) depicts one side of the ongoing debate, highlighting
the positive aspects of the role of the working woman. Sixpence in her
Shoe (HcGinley, 1965) represents the other end of the continuum,
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ronantioizing the role of homemaker and mother. -Both books were written
for the general public and depict the general debate of the interplay
between a woman's education, career, and/or homemaking.
Along with the popular literature, there has been research in-
vestigating the actual roles that women play, and more relevant to this
research, the roles educated women play. The four areas of role clusters
on which the present research focused were related to education, family,
career, and community orientation. From focus on these roles, it was
hoped a goneral picture could be obtained of the combinations of roles
and resulting lifo stylos of the subjects.
A major study of women college graduates by Ginzberg (1966)
focused on the many options existing in women's lives and the gonoral
choices made within these options by educated women. The sample of
Columbia University women for the study represented a wide age range
and the subjeots displayed "significant intelligent ability." Like
the present study, Ginzberg obtained information on the types and com-
binations of roles played and the subjects' feelings about their
present life.
The career-orientation of this sample of women from Columbia
University was explored extensively by Ginzberg (1966 )# He analyzed
the young girl in a middle class family as growing up in a household
and social group where there is no single model of the adult woman.
Several different kinds of models might exist within the girl's extended
family. Girls often feel little pressure to concern themselves with
the kind of work they would like to do when they grow up. As a result,
Ginzberg felt most girls had been socialized to be more husband- than
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carcor-oriented. He summarized the present role of work in the lives
of women as follows:
The placo of work in the lives of educated women can be con-
sidered to be the outcome of these three interacting constella-
tions: ambiguous models of an alternative life style, broadened
scope for self-determination, changes in life circumstances which
require contingency planning,
Ginzberg did predict that because more women now work after marriage
and children, there will be altered role models for the next genera-
tion. From these altered role models, young girls would have a new
identification with the role of work, and in turn would become more
work-oriented
.
Ginzberg also explored the woman's roles in relation to her
husband and family. Women were viewed as making their long range
plans on a "contingency basis," Due to their lives being conditioned
by a host of circumstances, women must be flexible and capable of
accommodation in their life plans. Ginzberg regarded women as going
through a process of "confrontation and response." The findings of
Ginzberg demonstrated the interplay between the family setting and the
woman's orientation to the home, education, career, and community,
A major study begun by the Mary Conover Mellon Foundation at
Vassar in 1S52 (Sanford, 1962) was designed to measure changes occur-
ring in college and their persistence in later years. Personality
variables of each student were measured periodically and two inter-
views were conducted during their four years of college. The aspeot
of the Vassar study mainly related to the present research was its
study of alumnae with its purpose of gaining additional perspective on
the persistence of student change. Two groups of alumnae were involved,
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those from the classes of 1954-1956, and thoso graduating in 1929-1935,
In the alumnae study, Freodman (1962) found most young alumnae
had made few plans for the next fifteen to twenty years of their life.
Only those women with definite professional commitment had made more
exact plans. Most of their plans were to resume their oareors when
family commitments would allow.
The alumnae who pursued further education or work were viewed
as highly competent and had made many impressive accomplishments.
ILost were in positions of some prominence and responsibility.
Freodman noted the great flexibility of the younger alumnae in
adapting to their life situations. This was especially evident in
their attitudes toward "the role of educated women in our society."
Here it was quite difficult to detect that any problems of this kind
existed in the lives of these young educated women.
These women were quite disposed to attune their lives to those
of their husbands. The husband's career and the family unit took
precedence over any ambitions or aspirations they themselves may
have had. And these adjustments were made with a minimum of con-
flict or feeling of sacrifice. Certainly the manifest conflicts
of the feminist era were a pretty dead issue among the young
alumnae (Freedman, 1962),
These findings appeared consistent with Ginsberg* s (1966) concept of
the accommodation process of married womon, as discussed earlier.
The conclusions drawn from this alumnae study were positive
ones showing little conflict or frustration in the lives of these women.
Most of the young alumnae were getting along well and most reported at
least a reasonable degree of satisfaction with their life.
The United States Department of Labor (1966) recently completed
a study of 5,846 college women seven years after graduation. This study
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had many similar features to tho present research, including its func-
tion as a follow-up.
One area of findings reported was that of the role of work in
these subjects' livos. In contrast to the national average of 35 per
cent of the married women working, 51 per cent of the Department of
Labor's sample were employed. Before becoming involved with family
commitments, 85 per cent of the women had worked. Twenty-six per cent
of tho sample who were mothers worked. One fourth of the sample ex-
pressed desire for a lifetime career, and one half had some future
work planned. In stating reasons for desiring employment, two-thirds
of the sample gave financial reasons, while one-fifth gave "work-
oriented" reasons.
In the area of education, the Department of Labor found fifteen
per cent had earned Master's degrees (71 per cent of these worked), and
only one per cent had earned a Ph.D. Three-fourths of the women expres-
sed a desire for further training or education.
Eighty-one per cent of these college educated women were married,
almost 60 per cent had children. The women appeared quite involved in
community activities, three-fourths being involved in organizations and
two-thirds in volunteer work of some type.
This survey presented a picture of college educated women who
were highly work-oriented, but many were still able to perform the
roles of wife and mother along with, as well as exclusive of work.
These women were also highly active in community work.
A study focused only on the home economics graduate in Ohio
from 1S00 through 1S50, similarly found the majority of the subjects
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married three years after graduation (Lehman, 1953), However, the
work orientation was much lower, with only a fourth of the married
women employed. This sample of women was not active in the community
duo to efforts in establishing a family or contipuing a profession.
Differences in findings between tho Lehman study and the Department
of Labor study might be due to the time difference, or the specific
sample and location of the Lehman study,
A survey done for Time magazine devoted one section to a
"portrait of the ex-coed" (Eavemann and West, 1952). The typical col-
lege career woman was found to be a school teacher, consistent with
the findings of Lehman (1953) and the study by the Department of Labor
(iSSo). Kavomann and West (1952) found a correlation between working
one's way through school and being a working wife. Working wives re-
ported a lack of leisure time, but they still read as much as the
other graduates.
In the study by Havemann and Vfest (1952), findings were reported
relating to the family orientation of their sample. Of women graduates
who had children, the average family size was 1.88 children. Of those
married and over forty, 40 per cent were childless. Relating family
life and work orientation, it was found that those women who had a
child early in marriage were highly unlikely to ever return to paid
employment. Thirty-one per cent of this sample of college graduates
had never married.
The above studies related to the roles which educated women
play will serve as a comparative base for the findings of the present
study related to the total sample characteristics. Although variations
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existed in. re cults of tho reviowod litoraturo, the goneral trend ap-
peared one of diversity of orientations, some women pursuing careers
and some women pursuing a more home-oriented role in life. Regardless
of roles played, the literature presented a picture of most v/omen
being satisfied with their lives.
Lfoch more research was found that related to the general char-
acteristics of college women than that directed at comparisons within
the total group. The comparative studies presented will be relevant
to the present research's comparison of honors and non-honors and of
the graduates and non-graduates of the sample. Tho area of subgroup
comparisons is one which requires much further investigation.
The reviewed literature portrayed the need to study the woman
as an individual within an environment, rather than as an isolated
being. As implied in developmental theory (Kill and Rodger s, 1964),
the woman is best viewod as, "an actor as v/ell as a reactor" in her
environment, and her development as, "dependent upon stimulation by
a social milieu as well as inherent capacities." This developmental
viewpoint, as described in the section on theoretical orientation





The present study is a continuation of the original research
project 3- of the Department of Family and Child Development described
earlier. In the summor of 1966 the Department began tracing the orig-
inal participants of the research project. This was the first contact
with the subjects since they originally left Kansas State University.
Although it was hoped that all original subjects would cooperate in
the follow-up study, six did not respond in time for thoir question-
naire to be analyzed. The result was that 93 per cent (31) of the
original subjects participated in this study. The number of partici-
pants from each freshman clas3 is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1







^Project #341, under the auspices of the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, originally directed by Mrs. Leone Kell.
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Vfnile attending Kansas Stuto University the participants of the
research took batteries of tests. All but two of the original partici-
pants completed a Freshman Biographical Information Sheet developed by
the Counseling Center at Kansas State University. Prom this sheet it
was learned that 92 per cent of the subjects were native Kansans and
more than 60 per cent of the total group came from families living in
home towns of less than 10,000 population (Table 2).
TABLE 2
SIZE OF HOIS TOWN OF SUBJECTS


















aTwo of the original 87 respondents did not complete a Freshman
Biographical Information Sheet.
The education level of the parents of the subjects was rela-
tively high: 69 per cent of the mothers had between one and six years
of college education, while 68 per cent of the fathers had a college
education. As entering freshmen, 82 per cent of the subjects reported
their parents had "wanted them to attend college, but didn't insist."
The majority of the mothers (71 per cent) were housewives at the
time the subjects were freshmen. Only 18 per cent of the mothers were
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employed in a professional capacity at that time. Occupations do scribed
as "professional, managerial, executive, or semi-professional" wore re-
ported for 50 per cent of the fathers of the subjects. Another 27 per
cent were engaged in farming.
The background data indicate that the majority of subjects came
from rural Kansas areas and from families which placed some emphasis
upon college education. Host fathers held jobs high in the occupa-
tional hierarchy. The majority of subjects had the role of homemaker
as their role model.
Instrument
The questionnaire (Appendix B) for this study was developed
after reading sources describing research techniques and studies done
on similar populations (C-oodo and Hatt, 1952; Sanford, 1962; Kavemann,
1952). The primary objective of the devised questionnaire was to ob-
tain a description of the present life patterns of selected former
College of Home Economics students. Information was sought on roles
being played in the areas of career, family life, education, and com-
munity involvement. Due to the scattered geographic location of the
subjects and the typo of information desired, a structured questionnaire
was utilized to obtain data for the study.
Although it was recommended (Goode and Hatt, 1952) that mailed
questionnaires should take less than twenty-fivo minutes to complete,
the devised questionnaire took approximately forty-five minutes to
complete. Since all subjects were involved in earlier phases of the
research project, it was hoped that they would tolerate the length of
the instrument. These subjects had cooperated fully for the project
in taking tests and participating in hour-lone interviews periodically
during their college years. Those subjects who had completed four years
in the original research project consented in their senior year to coop-
erate with any subsequent follow-up studies. Due to this earlier in-
volvement of the participants in the research, the project planners felt
a forty-five minute questionnaire could be successfully utilized.
A pretest group consisted of six subjects judged as having simi-
lar characteristics to the research subjects. This group consisted of
four young professional women, one housewife, and one secretary. All
pretestees had home economics backgrounds, five were married, and two
had children. The eleven-page questionnaire contained fifty-four
major items, selected and revised from an original fifty-seven items.
The questionnaire contained ten questions relating to background infor-
mation; thirteen questions relating to occupation experiences and plans;
twenty-one questions on college experiences, including past experiences
and future goals; seven questions related to present community activities
and future life goals; and three sub-instruments relating to personality
description (self-esteem test, adjective check list, and the F tost).
The adjective check list and F test were included to compare present
scores with those on the tests taken during the original study. The
personality description instruments were not used in the present analysis.
Collection of Data
The tracing of all original subjects was one major aspect of
this study. 15ost addresses available for the subjects were obsolete,
therefore they were traced through their parents. Parents' addresses
wore obtained through the subjects* permanent files. A cover letter
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and a short form were sent to each parent to obtain the needed informa-
tion on tho subjects' present location (Appendix A). Fivo parents had
moved and their mail was no longer forwardable. These parents were
traced in soma cases through the firm where the father was last employed,
and in one case through the postmaster of the town where the parents
originally lived. Several parents were slow to respond and follow-up
letters wore sent to them. After four months all of the parents had
responded with the needed information on their daughter's present loca-
tion. Most parents wore quite cooperative and some even included per-
o
sonal notes to the 'Original Honors Program coordinator regarding their
daughter's present activities.
The fifty subjects who had been dropped from the project (who
had not finished college according to the project's records, or who
had transferred out of the College of Home Economics) were sent a one-
page information sheet to complete (Appendix A, page 70). The objective
of sending this information sheet was to determine which of these sub-
jects had actually finished their college education so that group sizes
could be established for the research design.
All subjects were sent the twelve-page questionnaire in November,
1S66. The questionnaire was accompanied by a cover letter (Appendix A,
page ) and a stamped return envelope. Two cover letters were sent:
one for those who had completed the four year original study and one
for those who had not completed the original study. After two weeks,
there was a 61 per cent return (53 of the 87 subjects). A follow-up
reminder card which was signed by the Honors Program coordinator was
^Dr. Ruth Hoeflin, Associate Dean of Home Economics, Kansas
State University.
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was sent at that time. In January another copy of the questionnaire
and a letter (Appendix A, page 73) were sent to the 23 per cent who
had not yet responded. In February a second, handwritten note from
the Honors Program coordinator v/as sent to the 15 per cent not yet
responding. This rosulted in a final response of 93 per cent of the
original 87 participants, or a total of eighty-one subjects. These
eighty-one subjects make up the total group analyzed for the present
study.
Operational Definitions
In this research, the definition of the concept, "life style,"
is consistent with Ginsberg's (1966) definition: "... that orienta-
tion to self, others, and society that each individual develops, that
is, his value orientation." This value orientation is reflected in
the roles an individual plays. At the time of the follow-up study,
most of the subjects had begun the establishment phase of their family
life cycle. Thus, the life styles described will be only applicable
to the stage in the family life cycle that the subjects were in at the
time of the research. To ascertain the life styles of the subjects
of the present study, the role clusters of the subjects at their
young adult stage were studied. The concept of "role cluster" is
employed in the manner that Hill and Rodgers (1964) defined it:
"... the set of roles being played by the encumbent of a position
at any one point in time."
The present role clusters of the subjects were analyzed by use
of a structured questionnaire. The general areas covered by this
questionnaire were not regarded as exhaustive of all roles played by
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the subjects at this time in their lives. The questionnaire focused on
the roles played in each of the enumerated following areas of the sub-
jects' lives:
1) Career' orientation: number of jobs held, 'present work
status, ' satisfaction with work experience, rationale for
working, and future work plans.
2) Educational' orientation: involvement in earlier college
experiences, work towards advanced degrees, and future
educational goals.
3) Family orientation: future work plans, number of children
planned, satisfaction with life's picture, and goals for
future
.
4) Community orientation: organization membership and involve-
ment in volunteor work.
The interdependence of the family setting and the roles played
by women has been recognized by many, including Glick (1955) and G-inzberg
(1966). Therefore, a description of the family setting of the subjects
is included in this study. This information should provide a more com-
plete picture of the life styles of the subjects.
Analysis of Data
Responses to the questionnaires were coded numerically and re-
corded on flow sheets. The Computer Center of the Department of Mathe-
matics at Kansas State University computed frequencies and percentages
for each variable for the total group and for the selected subgroups.
The chi square test was used where appropriate for group comparisons.
Due to the nature of the study, a level of significance for acceptance
or reiection was not established.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The stated objectives of this research were to describe the
total group of subjects, to descriptively compare honors and non-
honors subjects, and to compare college graduate and non-graduate
subjects. The subgroups of honors and non-honors, graduate and non-
graduate were selected for comparison due to their congruence with the
larger research project and their measurement of significant aspects
of the subjects' academic experiences (Table 3).
TABUS 3
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS BY HONORS AND GRADUATION STATUS
Honors Non-honors Total




Total 35 46 81
Description of Total Group
Family Setting Data . A limited rationale was constructed for
the family setting data. These findings are presented to provide a
more complete picture of the life styles of the subjects.
The majority of subjects were living in urban areas when the
present data were gathered. A total of 66 per cent were residing in
-27-
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communities with a population of 15,000 or over, with 39 por cent of
the total group residing in cities with a population of over 100,000
(Table 4).
TABLE 4
SIZE 0? COMMUNITIES WHERE SUBJECTS RESIDE
Population Frequency Percentage
Fam 7 8.9
Rural, lion-farm 6 7.6




Over 100,000 32 40.5
Total 7^ 1°G «°
aTwo of the subjects were in the Air Force and reported no
community size.
Analysis of the data related to marital status revealed that
77 per cent (63) of the subjects were married (Table 5, page 29). The
average length of marriage was 3.2 years. Only three of the subjects
had been divorced.
Less than half (48 per cent) of the married subjects had
children, with the average of 1.5 children reported for those subjects




MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
Jfiarital Status Frequency Percentage
Single or engaged 15 13.5
Harried 63 77.8
Divorced 1 1.2
Divorced and remarried 2 2.5
Total 81 100.0
Of those subjects married, the majority married men with a
Bachelor's degree or highor (84 per cent), with nino husbands (13.6
per cent) working toward or presently holding, a dootorate dogroe.
Cf those who reported incomes, 40 per cent woro below $6,500 a year.
Twenty-eight per cent had reachod salarios of $8,500 or above (Table 6).
TABLE 6
INC0I.E LEVEL CF HUSBANDS CF SUBJECTS
Income Level Frequency Percentage
Under $4,499 13 20 »6
4,500 - 6,499 12 1S.0
6,500 - 3,499 20 31.8
8,500 - 10,499 10 15.9
10,500 - 12,499 5 7.9
Over 12,500 3 4.3
'-^r"! 63& 100.0
aTwo of the sixty-five married respondents did not report the
husband's income.
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Twenty-five of the husbands (37.9 per cent) were in the upper
level of the occupational hierarchy, which includes professions as
doctors, lawyers, and enginoers. Another twenty husbands (25 per cent)
wore in occupations on a level similar to high school teaching.
areer Orientation. The degree of career orientation of the
subjects was measured by their response to a question concerning when
in their life cycle they planned to work. Answers ranged from planning
to work at no time to planning to work at all times during their lives.
The more years of work the subjects planned, the more career-oriented
they were judged to be. In a fe77 cases the subjects checked several
categories (Table 7). The distribution of answers presented in this
thesis represent the longest period of work which each subjoot selected.
TABLE 7
CAREER ORIENTATION OF SUBJECTS AS MEASURED BY TIMES
IN LIFE CYCLE iffiEtf SUBJECTS EXPECT TO WORK
Times in Life Cycle Frequency Percentage
At no time 6 7.4
After marriage, before children 17 21.0
After children are IS years 16 19.8
After children are between
5 and 12 years 25 30.8
At all times 17 21.0
Total 81 100.0
Approximately one-half (51.8 per cent) of the subjects were
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judgod highly work-oriented, planning to work at all times, or at all
times oxoept when their childron war© young. Tho throe subjocts who
were divorced, or divorced and remarried were judged highly caroor-
oriented, planning to work at all times in their lives. Those subjeotc
who wore married displayed trends of career-orientation consistent
with the over-all trends of the group. The subjects with children dis-
played tho sane degree of career-oriontation as those without children.
Of the fifty (62 per cent) subjects presently employed, seven
held positions regarded as being in an upper level of the occupational
hierarchy. All of these seven subjects planned on working at some
time in the future, with five of them classified as highly career-
oriented. The other occupational levels reflected the over-all trend
with approximately one-half in each level being highly career-oriented.
Forty-two per cent (44) of tho subjects employed were in the middle
level of occupations. These were mainly teachers (22), dieticians,
and graduate students.
Over one-half (56 per cent) of the subjects who worked reported
incomes between §4,500 and 156,500 (Table 8). The salaries of the seven
subjects who worked part time were not reported in Table 8. Their in-
comes ranged from less than §3,500 to $7,500.
Subjects had held, on the average, two jobs sinoe leaving Kansas
State University, with tho highest number reported as five jobs held.
Cf tho sixty-seven married subjects, sixty (69 per cent) had worked at
c;cme time since being married. Fourteen of the thirty-three (42 per
cent) mothers had worked since having children. Ten of the fourteen
mothers who had worked were ranked as highly career-oriented.
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TABLE 8
INCOME LEVEL OF SUBJECTS PRESENTLY EMPLOYED
Income Level Frequency Percentage
Under ^3,499 4 ' 9
3,500 - 4,499 5 12
4,500 - 5,499 14 32
5,500 - 6,499 11 26
6,500 - 7,499 7 16
7,500 - 8,499
S,500 - 10,499 2 5
Total 43 ICO
Of the subjects who had worked, all but ten (13 per cent) ex-
pressed satisfaction with their work experience. There was no signif-
icant relationship between the degree of career orientation and satis-
faction with work experiences.
The type of work planned in the future appeared significantly
related to the career orientation of the subject. Responses to the
question concerning the type of work desired in the future were di-
vided into two groups, those who desired to stay at their present
level of work (49), and those who desired to raise their occupational
level (20). Seventeen (85 per cent) of those who desired to raise




JOB ASPIRATIONS OF SUBJECTS PLANNING TO iYORK IN FUTURE
Levol of Career
Orientation
Sane Job or Same Raise Levol from
Level of Job Present Job Total






are 5 to 12 years











X2 = 51.609 p =>.001
69
The reason the subjects desired to work in the future also ap-
peared related to the career orientation of the subjects. Reasons for
working were classified as financial, self-satisfaction, both of these,
or "other" reasons. Only twelve of the seventy-one subjocts answering
this question gave financial reasons for planning to work. Of those
twelve, only three were highly career-oriented. Distribution of the
rationales for working within the career-orientation continuum is pre-
sented in Table 10.
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TABLE 10
RATIONALE GIVEN FOR FUTURE WORK PLANS OF SUBJECTS















are 18 years 5 5 4 1 15
Work after children
are 5 to 12 years 3 5 17 25
Work at all times 3 13 16
Total 12 17 41 1 71a
aSix of the subjects planned to work at no time. Four other
subjects chose not to answer the question on their rationale for working,
dueat ion Orientation
. The degree of education orientation of
the subjects was judged by their present educational status and their
future plans for educational advancement. The more years of schooling
the subjects had completed and the higher the desire to pursue further
education, the greater the education orientation was judged to be.
As shown in Table 2, sixty-seven of the subjects had persisted
to graduation, with only fourteen (17 per cent) of the subjects classi-
fied as non-graduates, or drop-outs from college. Several subjects had
pursued advanced degrees, seven reported completing work on Master's
degrees, nine reported present work towards Piaster's degrees, and one
reported work towards a doctoral degree,
A total of twenty-nine subjects reported attending colleges
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othcr than Kansas State University to complete Bachelor's or advanced
decrees. Of those twenty-nine, only thirteen had continued to major
in the area of home economics. When asked to express their degree of
satisfaction with their undergraduate major, only 15 per cent expressed
dissatisfaction (Table ll).
TABLE 11
DEGREE OF SATISFACTION WITH UNDERGRADUATE FAJOR,
AS EXPRESSED 3Y SUBJECTS




















Many of the subjects expressed a desire to return to school. In
planning for the future, 80 per cent of the subjects reported plans for
further education. When asked when in their life cycle they planned to
return tc school, 40 per cent expressed plans for education within the
next five years. Only 24 per cent (4) of the subjeots who planned no
further education were classified as highly career-oriented (Table 12).
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TABLE 12
PLANS FOR FURTHER EDUCATION BY SUBJECTS WITH
VARYING DEGREES 0? CAREER ORIENTATION
Career Orienta-
tion
Plans for Further Education
None Within Within Within Within Al-
5 yrs. 10 yrs. 20 yrs. 30 yrs. ways
Total
Work at no time
After marriage,
before children 3 17
After children
are 13 years 4 5 2 3 2 16
After children
5 to 12 years 2 12 4 2 2 3 25
Work at all times 2 8 1 6 17
Total 17 33 9 5 2 15 31
In examining the level of education the subjeots aspired to,
thirty-seven (46 per cent) expressed a desire to earn an advanced de-
gree. Sixty-five per cent of the subjects desiring an advanced degree
were classified as highly work-oriented. Of the sixty-five subjects
who planned some further education, with the goal of a degree or not,
twenty-six (40 per cent) planned to continue studying in the area of
home economics.
Family Orientation . The degree of family orientation was
judged by the question related to periods in their life cycle when the
subjects planned paid employment. This same question was utilized to
determine career orientation of the subjects. However, the subjects
at the other end of the continuum of career orientation, planning work
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only when no children were in tho home, or not planning to engage in
paid employment at any tine, v/ere judged as family-oriented.
Thirty-nine of the subjects (48 per cent) v/ere classified as
highly family-oriented (Table 7). Of tho twenty-eight subjects who
planned to work at some time and were classified as family-oriented,
only three expressed a desire to raise their occupational level in
the future (Table 9)* A second relationship between eduoation orienta-
tion and career orientation is shown in Table 12, Of those subjects
who planned no further education, thirteen (76 per cent) wore classi-
fied as highly family-oriented. However, two-thirds (66.6 per cent)
of the highly family-oriented still planned further education.
Relatod to family orientation is the number of children planned
by the subjects. The range of numbers was from zero to six, with the
mode number planned being 3.3 children. There was no significant dif-
ference in number of childron planned botweon tho family and caroor-
oriented groups, only a trend existed for the family-oriented subjects
to plan more children than the career-oriented.
Regardless of classification as career- or family-oriented,
S2 per cent (75) of the subjects expressed satisfaction with their
"prospective total life picture." In expressing goals for their
lives within tho next twenty years, the majority of subjects (70 per
cent) listed primary goals that related to family and husbands, that
is, family-oriented goals.
Community Orientation . Community orientation was measured by
the subjects present involvement in community activities only. No
attempt was made to measure their commitment tc community involvement
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in future years. When the subjects wore asked if they wore presently
involved in any volunteer work, only nineteen (25 per cent) of the
eighty-one subjects reported they v/ere.
In the general area of organization participation, the average
number of organizations to which the subjects belonged was 2.6, with a
range from zero to six. Only four subjects reported belonging to no
organization (Table 13).
TABLE 13




























Each subject was also assigned a total score for participation
in organizations. This score ranged from one to four for each organi-
zation depending on the rate of attendance and offices held by the sub-
ject. The average "scoro" for this degree of participation in organi-
zations waa six, with a range from zero to eighteen. Many subjects
commented that they had lived in their community only a short time and
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had not had time to 'become involved in the community.
Lone-term Effects of Academic Experiences - Comparison of Honors and
o .'.-honors Sub ,ject
s
Descriptive comparisons were mado between the honors and non-
honors subjects on selected variables from each of the areas of career,
education, family, and community orientation. Comparisons were not
made on every variable reported in the overall description of the group.
The purpose of the descriptive comparisons was to attempt to discover
existing differences in the present life style of women who had been
honors students and women who had been non-honors students in the
College of Home Economics at Kansas State University.




comparison was that of the family setting of the two groups. Ho signif-
icant difference was found in the size of the communities where the two
groups of subjects resided. The same percentage of both groups (66 per
cent) resided in towns with populations over 15,000.
There was no significant difference in marital status between
the honors and non-honors groups (Table 14). A trend existed for more
of the non-honors subjects (23 per cent) to be single or engaged than
the honors subjects (ll per cent). Of those subjects married, there
appeared to be no significant difference in the number of years they
had been married, or the number of children each group had. Also,
there was no difference in the number of subjects within each of the
groups who were mothers, with 40 per cent of the honors subjects




COMPARISON OF MARITAL STATUS OF HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS
Student Divorced and
Status Single Engaged Married Divorced Remarried Total
Honors 3 1 29 1 1 35
Non-honors' 9 2 34 1 46
Total 12 3 63 1 2 81
An analysis by the chi square test revealed no significant dif-
ferences in the levels of husbands' occupations between the two groups.
However, further examination of the data revealed that seven (23 per
cent) of the honors subjects' husbands were ranked in the top two
levels of the occupational hierarchy, while eighteen (50 per cent) of
the non-honors subjects' husbands ranked in the top two levels. Thero
was no significant difference in the husbands' present educational
levels between the two groups, however seven husbands of honors sub-
jects ware still classified as students. There was a trend for the
non-honors subjects' husbands to make more money than the honors sub-
jects' husbands (Table 15). A further analysis of the nine husbands
of honors subjects who earned less than $3,500 revealed that seven
wore students, one a farmer, and one was in the Army.
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TA3LE 15
ANNUAL 'i::0^l^ OF TEE HUSBANDS OF HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS
Income I-ovol Honors Non-honor
a
Total
Under $3,499 9 1 10
3,500 - 4,499 1 2 3
4,500 - 5,499 3 2 5
5,500 - 6,4SS 4 3 7
6,500 - 7,4-99 5 8 13
7,500 - 8,499 3 4 7
8,500 - 10,499 2 8 10
10,500 - 12,499 2 3 5
Total 30 35 63
a
X2 = 11.929 p =>•!!
aThree of the married subjects did not report husband's income.
Parser orientation. Assessment of the career orientation be-
tween the honors and non-honors group was accomplished by analysis of
the tines in their life that each subject planned paid employment. A
comparison of the honors and non-honors subjects within this continuum
revealed a trend for the women who had been honors students to bo more
highly caroor-oricntod than the non-honors subjects (Table 16),
No significant difference existed in the number of subjects
presently employed from both groups, with 66 per cent of the honors
subjects and 69 per cent of the non-honors subjects employed. Little
difference existed between the subjects within the two groups in the
level of jobs hold within tho occupational hierarchy. Consequently,
tho income levels of the two groups were similar to the total distri-
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bution (soo page 32). No differences existed in the number of jobs held
by the subjects since they left Kansas State University, or in the degree
of satisfaction with work experiences.
TABLE 16
COMPARISON OF CAREER ORIENTATION OF HONORS
AND NON-EONORS SUBJECTS
Career Orientation honors Non-honors Total























Trends existed for a higher percentage of honors subjects to
continue working after they were married and after they had children.
No difference existed between the honors and non-honors group in the
percentage of subjects who planned to work at some time in the future,
but a difference existed in the aspirations for typos of future jobs.
More honors than non-honors subjects desired to raise the level of
their future occupations (Table 17). No difference existed in the
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level of job








Education orientation . An analysis of the data revealed no dif-
ferences in the percentage of subjects who graduated from college within
the honors and non-honors groups, as shown in Table 2 (page 21 ).
Experiences while the subjects were students in college were
regarded as potential indicators of differences in academic experiences
between the two groups. Tho number of extracurricular activities that
subjects from each group engaged in as freshmen in college was analyzed.
No significant difference existed between the two groups, with a moan
of approximately three activities reported for both the honors and non-
honors subjects. A trend existed for honors students to report more
closo contact with faculty members outside the classroom as freshmen
in college (Table IS).
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TABLE 18
NUMBER OF CONTACTS WITH FACULTY MEMBERS AS REPORTED
BY HONORS AMD NOK -HONORS SUBJECTS FOR THEIR
FRESHMAN YEAR OF COLLEGE
Number of Contacts Honors Non-honors Total
18 35 53
1 8 4 12
2 6 4 10
3 3 2 5
4 Oil
Total 35 46 81
X2 7.022 p => .15
The number of times tho two groups of subjects changed their
college major was explored. No significant difference in the average
number of changes existed between the two groups, with an average of
loss than one change per subject for each group. A trend existed for
more of the non-honors subjects xvho changed majors to transfer out of
the College of Home Economics (p =>.07), while more honors subjects
tended to change majors within the College (Table IS).
TABLE 19
CHANGES IN MAJORS TO OUTSIDE THE COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
BY HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS
Area of Llajor Change Honors Non-honors Total
Within College of Home Economics 16 11 27
Outside College of Home Economics 6 13 19
Total 22 24 46
X2 =3.42 p =>.07
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A total of thirty-eight subjects reported returning to college
after originally loaving Kansas State University. Of this group of
college returnees, significantly more (p = > »05) of the honors sub-
jects returned to Kansas State University for their work than the non-
honors subjects (Table 20).
TABLE 20
) UMBER OF HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS RETURNING
TO KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY FOR
FURTHER ACADEMIC STUDIES
University Returned to
for Studies Honors Non-honors Total
Kansas State University 7 2 9
University other than






A trend also existed for more honors subjects who returned to
school to remain in the area of study of home economics (p = y*.10),
while the non-honors subjects tended to change their major to an area
other than home economics.
Five of the seven subjeots who had received Master's degrees
when they returned to school were honor students. A comparison revealed
that 54 per cent of the honors and 39 per cent of the non-honors sub-
jects had plans to earn advanced degrees in the future.
Family orientation. Table 16 (page 42) shows that 61 per cent
of the non-honors and 31 per cent of the honors subjects were judged
as family oriented (p => »05). No difference existed between the two
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groups in the average total number of children planned for their families,
Statements of goals for the next twenty years revealed little
difference between the percentage of honors and non-honors subjects
whose primary goals centered around their home and family (68 per cent
of honors and 72 per cent of non-honors). Five of the honors subjects
rated "personal development" types of goals as primary while none of
the non-honors listed such goals (Table 21 ).
TABLE 21
PRIMARY FUTURE GOALS LISTED BY HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS
Future Goals Honors Non-honors Total
Educational and vocational goals 5 11 16




Personal development goals 5
"Status" goals 1 2
Miscellaneous goals 1
Total 35 46 81
A tendency existed for the non-honors subjects to express more
complete satisfaction with their prospective total life picture than
the honors subjects (Table 22).
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TABLE 22
DEGREE OF SATISFACTION WITH PROSPECTIVE TOTAL LIFE,
EXPRESSED BY HONORS AND NON-HONORS SUBJECTS









Total 55 46 81
Community orientation . No significant differences existed in
the number of organisations belonged to by honors and non-honors sub-
jects. Only a trend existed for more non-honors (28 per cent) than
honors (17 per cent) subjects to participate in volunteer activities.
Long-term Effects of Ac
a
demic Experiences - Comparison of
College Graduate and Non-Graduate Subjects
Descriptive comparisons of the group of graduate and non-
graduate subjects were made on the same selected variables as the
comparison of honors and non-honors subjects. A total of sixty-seven
subjects were classified as graduates, six of these had dropped out
of school, but had returned to college to receive their degree. The
remaining fourteen subjects were classified as non-graduates, or
dron-outs.
Family setting . No difference was found in the size of the
communities where the two grouns resided. The marital status of the
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two groups differed slightly, with 21 por cent of the college graduates
Single or engaged and only 7 per cent of the drop-outs in this cate-
gory. The married college graduates reported a mean of 2.7 years of
marriage, while the non-graduates reported a mean of 4.5 years of mar-
riage. The average number of children for college graduate families
v^s 1.3, while the average number of children for non-graduate families
was 2.1.
Although there was no difference in the percentage of husbands
from both groups who had received Master's degrees, five of the hus-
bands of college graduate subjects had received doctoral degrees, while
none of the husbands of non-graduate subjects had. Consequently, five
of the husbands of the college graduates ranked in the top level of
the occupational hierarchy, while none of the husbands of the non-
graduates ranked there. However, proportionately more of the husbands
of non-graduates ranked in the second level of the occupational hier-
archy. There appeared to be no difference in the income levels of the
husbands of the two groups.
orientation . Fifty-three per cent of the college graduate
subjects were judged to be highly career-oriented, in comparison with
43 per cent of the non-graduates (Table 23).
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TABLE 23
COMPARISON OF CAREER ORIENTAT ION OF COLLEGE GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE SUBJECTS
Career Orientation Graduates Non-graduate s Total
Work at no time 3 3 6
Yfork after marriage
before children 15 2 17
Work after children
are 18 years 13 3 16
Work after children
are 5 to 12 years 22 3 25
Work at all times 14 3 17
Total 67 14 81
A slightly higher percentage of tho college graduate subjects
(64 per cent) than the drop-outs (50 per cent) v/ere presently employed,
A definite difference in occupation levels existed, with none of the
drop-outs ranking in the top three levels, while 62 per cent of the
employed college graduate subjects ranked in these levels. Consequently,
a difference existed in the income levels of the two groups (Table 24).
All seven of the subjects who worked part-time were college graduates;
their incomes are not reported in Table 24.
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TABLE 24




























The college drop-outs had held an average of 2.5 jobs, while the
college graduates had held an average of 1.3 jobs since they left Kansas
State University. A higher percentage of college graduates (94 per cent)
than non-graduates (69 per cent) reported continuing to work after they
wers married. However, a higher percentage of the non-graduates (56 per
cent) than the college graduates (33 per cent) reported continuing to
work after they had children.
A higher percentage of the college graduates (94 per cent)
planned to work at some time in the future than did the non-graduates
(71 per cent). No difference existed in the aspirations of the subjects
within the two groups to raise their level of employment or in the
reasons given for desiring to work in the future.
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'.cat i on oriontnt ion . While enrolled as freshmen in college,
the college graduate subjects rooorted involvement in an average of
5.2 extracurricular activities, while the non-graduato subjects reportod
an average of 2.0 activities. No difference existed in the number of
close contacts with faculty members each group reported.
No difference existed in the average number of times each group
reported changing their college major, or in the area the major was
changed to. Fifty-two per cent of the college graduates and 14 per cent
of the non-graduates reported returning to college after originally
leaving Kansas State University. One-fourth of the college graduates
and none of the non-graduates continued their education at Kansas State
University.
Sixty-four per cent of the non-graduate subjects and 83 per cent
of the college graduates planned to return to school some time in the
future, with 50 per cent of the college graduates and 21 per cent of
the non-graduates desiring to earn an advanced degree.
Family orientat i on . Forty-seven per cent of the college graduates
and 57 per cent of the non-graduates were judged to be highly family-
oriented (Table 22). No differences existed in the average number of.
children planned by the two groups. No differences between the two
groups existed in their list of primary goals for the next twenty years,
nor in their degree of satisfaction with their total life picture.
Community orientation . No differences existed in the community
orientation of the college graduates and non-graduate subjects. Both
groups participated to approximately the same degree in community
organizations and volunteer work.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The description of the total group of subjects revealed charac-
teristics that were consistent with findings from studies of similar
populations (TJ. S. Department of Labor, 1966). One trend that was evi-
dent, but also consistent with the national trend, was the shift of
residence from rural to urban locations. The home towns of the majority
of the subjects were small, while their present residence tended to be
in more highly populated areas.
A relatively large proportion of the total group of subjects
(one-half) were classified as career-oriented. Although it is diffi-
cult to make comparisons with similar studies, because of the different
terminologies employed to designate degrees of career orientation, the
subjects of this study appear to be somewhat more career-oriented than
subjects of similar studies (U. S, Department of Labor, 1966). This is
evidenced not enly in future work plans of the subjects, but also in
the percentage presently employed and the relatively high percentage
of subjects classified as "working mothers." The high career orienta-
tion of all subjects who had been divorced was noteworthy, even though
conclusions could not be drawn due to the small number represented.
'Although career orientation might be expected to be higher among the
single than married subjects, this vra.s not true for these subjects.
The highly career-oriented subjects displayed significantly
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more ambition to raise the level of thoir occupation. This degree of
aspiration perhaps demonstrates the career-oriented subjocts interest
and involvement in their employment* Tho reasons given for dosiring
to work in tho future revealed a small proportion of tho group with a
monetary interest only in employment. Of thoso who did give financial
reasons only for desiring to work, the majority (75 per cent) wore
classified as family-oriented. This suggests that most career-oriented
subjects had a somewhat different motivation for desiring employment
than the family-oriented subjects. A possible relationship between
career orientation and education aspirations seemed to exist since more
of the career-oriented subjects desired further education and advanced
degrees.
The small degree of community orientation, especially the lack
of volunteer work by the subjects might be expected to change in the
future. Almost all s\fcjects reported membership in some community
organization, however the average number belonged to was somewhat low.
my of the subjects are in the establishment phase of their life cycle,
and many are highly mobile at this time in their life. Community
orientation might increase as the subjects become less mobile and settle
in a community.
A comparison of subjects classified as college graduates and non-
graduates was done with the hope of assessing the possible effects of
college graduation on the life stylos of women. A higher proportion
(83 per cent) of the subjects had graduated from college than the usual
50 per cent attrition rate cited (Summer ski 11, 1962). However, some of
the college graduates had dropped out of school and returned later, and
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SOEIO had transferred universities. Thus the "original" attrition rate
of the group might have been close to the 50 per cent level.
Many of the differences in family sottings between those two
groups might be directly related to the fact that those who had con-
tinued in school to graduate had not had as long a time to establish a
family as those who dropped out of college. Therefore, a higher pro-
portion of the college graduatos were single. Those college graduates
who were married had been married a shorter time and had fewer children
than the non-graduate subjects. More of the husbands of the college
graduates ranked high in the occupational hierarchy, but these findings
were not conclusive.
The higher levels of occupations and incomes of the college grad-
uates are probably due to their higher level of education. Only a slight
difference in career and family orientation was evident between the two
groups, with more college graduates judged as career-oriented. Although
a higher proportion of college graduates reported continuing to work
after they wore married, more non-graduates reported continuing to work
after they had children. One possible reason for this might be a greater
financial motivation for working on the part of the non-graduate at this
time in her lifo.
The subjects who had graduated from college recalled involvement
in somewhat more extracurricular activities as freshmen than those sub-
jects who had dropped out of college. Perhaps the college graduates
were more adjusted to or involved in college life as freshmen than the
non-graduates. However, the college graduates might have had a better
recall ability on this topic than the non-graduates for a number of
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roasons.
A slightly higher proportion of college graduates desired to re-
turn to school and to earn advanced degrees. This, along with the fact
that they had persisted to graduation illustrates their relatively higher
degree of education orientation than that of the non-graduates.
Conclusions cannot legitimately be drawn from the findings of
the comparison of college graduates and non-graduates due to the large
difference in size of the two groups. Howevor some differences were
apparent in the family settings of the two groups and in the degree of
education orientation of the two groups.
The other area of comparison of subjects was between those
classified as honors students and non-honors students while enrolled
in college. This comparison was done to ascertain the possible effoots
of participation in the College of Home Economics Honors Program on
the subjects' life styles. Some differences in the life styles of the
two groups were apparent from the comparisons.
Tho family settings of the two groups differed very little. A
larger proportion of the non-honors subjects were classified as single.
The reasons for this are difficult to ascertain. It seems moro reason-
able to expect a higher proportion of single honors subjects duo to
their greater degree of career orientation. Another interesting differ-
ence in the family settings was the greater proportion of husbands of
non-honors subjects who ranked high in the occupational and income
levels. Most of the husbands of honors subjects who ranked in the
lowest income level were also classified as graduate students. If
the low income level of some of the husbands of honors subjects is due
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to their status as students, the educational, occupational, and income
levels of these husbands should increase in the next five yoars. Y.o
data on the ages of the spousos was obtained, so this variable could
not be analyzed. However, it appears likely that husbands of non-
honors subjects night be somewhat older since they tend to be more
settled in their life-time occupation.
One of the most significant differences was the larger percentage
of honors subjects than non-honors who were ranked as highly career-
oriented. Although few other differences between the two groups appeared
in the realm of employment, more honors subjects did report continuing
to work both after they were married and after they had children. Also,
more of the honors subjects aspired to raise the level of their occupa-
tion, rather than continue at the same, or a similar job.
IThe honors subjects were also more highly education-oriented than
the non-honors subjects. This might be expected since a possible rela-
tionship between career and education orientation was revealed from the
total group of subjects. A higher percentage of honors subjects planned
to earn advanced degrees in the future, and more of the subjects who
had already earned Lester's degrees were honors subjects. The pro-
position that the honors subjects are more education-oriented than the
non-honors was nullified somewhat be the fact that the same percentage
from both groups of subjects had received their Bachelor's degrees.
Besides a greater degree of career and perhaps education orienta-
tion, another possible effect of involvement in the Honors Program was
revealed in the higher proportion of honors subjects who changed majors
within the College of Home Economics, rather than transferring to another
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college, as mors of the non-honors subjects did. This v/as further evi-
dent in the group of subjects who dropped out and later returned to
school. From that group, more of the honors subjects returned to study-
in the area of home economics, and significantly more of these honors
subjects returned to study at Kansas State University. These findings
suggest that involvement in the Honors Program results in a higher
identification with, and/or commitment to the area of home economics
and Kansas State University.
The trend for freshmen honors subjects to have more close rela-
tionships with faculty members may be one factor in the greater identi-
fication with home economics which the honors subjects apparently had.
The practice of the Honors Program to provide small seminars for their
students with top faculty members, and the opportunities provided for
informal gatherings With some of the faculty, would probably result in
the honors students developing even more close relationships with the
faculty as they progressed through college. Since all of the home
economics faculty closely involved with the Honors Program were women,
this might have provided significant role models of highly career-
oriented women for the honors subjects. This factor might contribute
to the greater proportion of honors subjects who developed into career-
oriented women*
rurally, the more basic possible difference of intellectual
ability between the honors and non-honors subjects must not be ignored.
This factor could contribute to any or all of the differences between
the honors and non-honors subjects.
Thus, one might conclude that the honors subjects were more
ous bo aohieve occupational end educational ir.orit than thoir non-
honors counterparts. However, only standardized tests could verify
this potential difference. Gne other difference worth noting is the
listing oP primary future goals which each subject attempted. Only
honors subjects (and thon only fivo) emphasized "personal dovelopmont"
types of goals such as "better understanding of myself." This poten-
tial area of difference might be related to a difference noted in the
two groups as froshmen (Kell, Kennedy, 1966), Then, "Honors girls
placed considerable ir.ore value on the uniquely personal aspects of
tan experience than did non-honors girls"; and the honors freshmen
also had had more "cultural exposure" in their homes than tho non-
honors. Thus, at least some of the honors subjects might be more
sensitized to the more "human aspects" of life. This characteristic
it bo a result of training or emphasis they received from their
parents.
An additional difference revealed between the two groups was
the tendency of the non-honors subjects to express a more complete
satisfaction with their "prospective total life picture." This finding
might be related to the higher aspirations which tho honors subjects
expressed. These greater ambitions might leave some less satisfied
with what they feel is a realistic picture of their future.
The differences revealed between the honors and non-honors sub-
jects are probably a result of a complex combination of factors. The
differing lifo styles of the groups may be a culmination of character-
istics and background factors originating in their early home life.
The basic difference in scholastic aptitude of the two groups might
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contribute to the differences. Tho involvement In the College of Homo
Sconora.cs Honors Program and the experiences inherent in it might con-
tribute to the differences discussed.
ticn 3. The large variation of group size betwoen the
college graduates and non-graduates limited the comparison of those two
groups and the conclusions that could be drawn. Tho measure of family
orientation was not based on all facets of the respondents' attitudes
toward their families and thus was somewhat tenuous.
Ilore extensive analysis of the data was needed. A further ex-
ploration of characteristics of spec ifio groups, such as profiles of
the married and single subjects, or profiles of those subjects who
were classified as both honors subjects and college graduates would
have added much depth and meaning to the findings. Further psycho-
logical tests and repetition of tests the subjects took while in
college, along with interviews would also have complimented this study.
He c emmendat ion
s
. The value judgment of whether those subjeots
classified as honors are constructing life styles deemed better than
the life styles of the non-honors subjects is difficult to make. Per-
haps a more basic question concerns the "goodness" of a career-oriented
versus a family-oriented woman (if these two are opposites). Argu-
ments exist in favor of both. A judgment in this area appears neces-
sary however if home economic educators desire to plan curriculums and
college programs. In such planning, goals, or desirable end products
must be defined.
If the educators' goal is highly educated, career-oriented
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women, this can possibly be accomplished by providing close faculty
relationships and role models of such typos of women for the studentc.
This might be extendod to all students, not just honors students.
Perhaps a larger, more meaningful goal of home economics educa-
tors and Honors Program planners should be a flexible, mature student
who has some understanding of herself and the world around her, and
moreover, values this self-insight. If the educators value a "self-
development" type of goal for their students, methods could bo ex-
plored for providing this* One possibility is the formation of small
groups of students within the college where the participants would be
free to explore and further understand themselves. These groups would
provide an opportunity for the students to discuss and contemplate
their future roles and desired life styles in a realistic manner.
CHAPTER VI
SUiaiARY
Much attention has been directed toward the changing life styles
of contemporary educated women. However, little research has explored
factors which influence the roles that educated women play. The pur-
pose of this thesis was to describe the current roles being played by
women who participated in the Honors Research Project. Comparisons of
life styles were also planned between honors and non-honors subjeots
and college graduate and non-graduate subjects. These comparisons were
planned in hopes of ascertaining the long-term effects of these selected
academic experiences.
Concepts from the developmental framework were derived for use
in the research, laying a groundwork for understanding the developing
life styles of the subjects of the study. In the general area of roles
that educated women play, several recent studies were reviewed. Tho
general trend from these studies appeared to be one of a diversity of
orientations, some women pursuing careers and some women pursuing a
more family-oriented role in life. The few studies done in the area
of the effects of academic experiences on women's life styles demon-
strated the caution that must be exercised in drawing conclusions about
the causes of differences of life styles of former college students.
The reviewed literature portrayed the need to study tho woman as an
individual within an environment rather than as an isolated being.
-61-
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The results of the research suggested that the subjocts wore
developing a variety of life styles. Within this diversity however,
some trends were evident. A relatively large proportion of the sub-
jects had plans to pursue careers and further education. Along with
this trond though, much interest in their family life was revealed
through the subjects' listing of primary goals for the next twenty
years.
Comparisons of honors and non-honors subjects suggested that
many honors subjects may display more ambition- and desire for aohieve-
ment in employment and education. Another area of difference sug-
gested that the honors subjects displayed a greater identification
with the area of home economics and Kansas State University. The
suggested differoncos between the honors and non-honors subjects might
be due to a complex combination of factors, including their early home
environment, inherent differences in intellectual capacities, and in-
volvement in special programs such as the Honors Program.
This study has been the first step in the tracing of young
educated women's life styles. The compilation of the present descrip-
tive data may take on more meaning as these subjects continue to develop.
The findings are compatible with the trend for inoreasing numbers
of career-oriented, educated women. Since women with college educations
are in the forefront in contemporary American society, their experiences
and life styles may set the pace for future women's life styles.
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Department of Family and Child Development
Justin Hall
August , 1966
Dear ICr. and Mrs.
Your daughter participated in an Honors
student research project as a student in Home Economics
here at Kansas State University. Wa are interested in
knowing what is doing nor;. If you would
complete the enclosed form, this would enable us to keep
in contact with your daughter. A stamped envelope is
enclosed for your convenience.







INFORMATION SHEKT ON LOCATION OF SUBJECTS
Date
Daughter's Names
Last First Middle Maiden Name
Address:
| |




Husband * 3 Name




.. '\artAa6 ~J)faf{' lAniuersilij
Manhattan, Kansas 66504
Department of Family and Child Development
Ju»tin Hall
October , 1966
V/hen you were in the College of Home Economics, you
participated in a research project in the Department
of Family and Child Development. According to the
department records, you left K-State before completing
your Bachelor's degree. We are interested in what you
have been doing since leaving the university.
Please fill out and return the enclosed form. In the
near future we will ask your help once more with an







INFORMATION SHEET OH DROP-OUTS FROM RESEARCH PROJECT
Present Address (if it has recently changed)
If married, how many children do you have?
What are their ages?
Are you presently employed? Yes No
If so, do you work full time or part time?
How long have you held this position?
Have you continued work towards your Bachelor's degree since you left
Zansas State? Yes No
If so, how much time elapsed from the time you left Kansas State
until you resumed work towards your degree?
Have you received your Bachelor's degree?
No
Yes Month Year
At what university havo you continued your education?




Department of Family and Child Development
Justin Hall
November 28, 1966
Dear Former K- Stater:
You were recently contacted to send us information about your present
activities. Now we are asking you to tell us in more detail what you
have done since you left K-State. Although a few of the questions may
seem similar to the ones you answered recently, we find we need a
little more detailed information concerning your college experiences.
We want you to feel free to answer the questions openly, therefore
your name does not appear on the questionnaire. As you will notice,
the questionnaire is identified by a number so that it can be filed with
your other records. Your specific answers will be anonymous how-
ever.
The research schedules should take you around an hour to complete.
Will you please complete them during the next week. A stamped
envelope is enclosed for your convenience in returning the forms. Thank








Department of Family and Child Development
Justin Hall
November 28, 1966
Dear Home Economics Graduate:
As you will recall, you were one of the participants in our
research
project during the four years you were at K-State. In your senior year,
you expressed your willingness to cooperate further. This past
summer
I contacted your parents to obtain your present address.
Now we are asking you to tell us what you have done since leaving
K-State. We want you to feel free to answer the questions openly,
therefore your name does not appear on the questionnaire. As you
will
notice, the questionnaire is identified by a number so that it can be filed
with your other records. Your specific answers will be anonymous
however.
The research schedules should take you around an hour to complete.
Will you please complete them during the next week. A stamped envelope
















Your help is needed. On November 28 we mailed you a
questionnaire. The number of returned questionnaires
has been most gratifying but a few are still 'missing.
Perhaps yours was lost in the Christmas mail, mislaid
or forgotten in the holiday rush. Your questionnaire
is very important to us.
Tie are enclosing another questionnaire and a self-
addressed and stamped envelope for returning it. If
there are items you do not wish to complete, please
place an X through them and go on to the other items.
We hope to have your questionnaire in the very near
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It will be most helpful to have information about your current situation.
1. In what size of community are you presently located?
1. Farm 5. 15, 000 - 50, 000
2. Rural, non-farm 6. 50,000 - 100,000
3. Under 5,000 7. Over 100,000
4. __~5,000 - 15,000
2. Marital status:
1. Single 4. Separated
2. Engaged 5. Divorced
3. Married 6. Divorced and remarried
3. If not married, go to question 10. If married, how many years have
you been married? (Circle one.
)
12 3 4 5 6 7+
4. How many children do you have? (Circle one.
)
12 3 4 5+
5. What are their ages ?
1. Under 6 months 4. Between 2 & 3 years
2. Between 6 months & 1 year 5. Between 3 & 4 years
3. Between 1 & 2 years 6. Over 4 years old
6.
7.
What is your husband's occupation?
Give a brief description of your husband's work:
8. Check the following category which best represents the present level
of your husband's education:
1. High school graduate 5. Some work toward Master's
2. Technical training 6. Has Master's degree
3. 1-3 years of college 7. Some work toward Ph. D.
4. College graduate 8. Has Ph. D.
2 -
9. What is your husband's gross income, before taxes, at the present
time?
1. Under $3, 500 4. 5,500-6,500 7. 8,500-10,500
2. 3,500-4,500 5. 6,500-7,500 8. 10,500-12,500
3. 4,500-5,500 6. 7,500-8,500 9. Over 12,500
10. If you are employed, what is your gross income, before taxes, at the
present time ?
1. Under $3, 500 4. 5, 500-6, 500 7. 8, 500-10, 500
2. 3,500-4,500 5. 6,500-7,500 8. 10,500-12,500
3. 4,500-5,500 6. 7,500-8,500 9. Over 12,500
B. OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES AND PLANS
We know from other research that women with college training have many
different kinds of work experiences. We need to know what your experience
has been and what your plans are.
11. List the jobs you have held since leaving K-State:






12. How satisfied are you with your work experiences?
1. Completely satisfied 4. Somewhat dissatisfied
2. Reasonably satisfied 5. Very dissatisfied
3. Indifferent
13. You may want to elaborate and give reasons for your above answer.
(Use the back if necessary
3 -
14. If you are married, have you held a job at any time after your marriage?
1. Yes 2. No
15. If you have children, have you held a job at any time since your children
were born?
1. Yes 2. No
16. Are you presently employed?
1. Yes 2. No
17. If employed, what is the title of your job?
18. Give a brief description of your work:
19. If currently employed part-time, give the average number of hours
per week which you work:
1. Under 10 hours 3. Between 21 & 30 hours
2. Between 11 & 20 hours 4. Between 31 & 36 hours
20. Do you plan to work in the future ? (If No, go on to question 24.
)
1. Yes 2. No
21. If so, what type of work do you plan to do?
22. What is your reason for planning to work?
1. Financial 3. Other (be specific)
2. Self-satisfaction
Please explain:
23. At what times in your life do you expect to work?
1. At all times 5. After children are 12
2. Before marriage 6. After children are 18 and/pr
3. After marriage, before have left home
children 7. Other, please specify




We are interested in your past and present college experiences. We also
would like to know of any future aspirations you have to return to school.
Past Experiences
24. How many activities were you involved in during your freshman year
in college? (Circle one.)
12 3 4 5 more
25. Did you establish any close relationships with faculty members when
you were a freshman in college ?
1. Yes 2. No
If so, how many? (Circle one.)
12 3 more
In what way ?
26. What were your future goals when you were a freshman? (List in
order of priority. )
27. What were your future goals four years later? (List in order of
priority.
)
28. Some students change their major while in college. How often did you
change your major ? (Circle one.
)
1 2 3 4 or more
What did you change to ?
29. Since originally leaving K-State have you done any college work and/or
are you presently doing any college work ?
1. Yes 2. No
(If No, go on to question 37.
)
30. If Yes, give the dates of your work:
31. The name of the college(s) or university(ies) where your work was
done and/or is being done:
32. What curriculum are you enrolled in?
33. Have you received any advanced degrees?
1- Yes 2. No
34. If so, what degree?
35. Are you currently working toward a degree?
1. Yes 2. No
36. What degree are you working toward?
Future Educational Goals
37. Do you plan to do further college work or receive additional training
in the future ?
1. Yes 2. No
38. If so, when in your life ? (Check the most appropriate.
)
*• Within the next 5 years 4. Within the next 30 years
2
-
Within the next 10 years " or after children have left
3. Within the next 20 years home
5. Continuously during my life
6. Other, please specify
39. What area do you expect to study in?
40. Do you hope to earn advanced degree/degrees ?
1. Yes 2. No
Present Feelings
41. How satisfied are you with your present level of training ?
1. Very satisfied 4. Somewhat dissatisfied
2.
~~~~
Reasonably satisfied 5. Very dissatisfied
3. Indifferent
42. If you are not satisfied with your present level of training, how much
schooling would you like to have ?
1. Less than I have 5. Professional or Graduate
2. More vocational training School
3. More college work 6. Other, please specify
4. Finish Bachelor's degree
43. How satisfied are you with your undergraduate major?
1. Very satisfied 4. Somewhat dissatisfied
2.
~~
Reasonably satisfied 5. Very dissatisfied
3. Indifferent
44. If you are not satisfied with your undergraduate major what major do
you think would have been a better choice?
Why
D. PRESENT ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE GOALS
45. List the three main goals which you now have for your life within the





46. If married, or if you intend to marry, how many children do you
expect to have when your family is complete? (Circle the one number







In viewing what you have done since leaving K-State, and what you
see that your future realistically holds, do you feel satisfied with
your prospective total life picture?
!• ! feel very satisfied 4. I am dissatisfied with
2. I am satisfied with most some aspects
aspects 5. I feel very dissatisfied
3. I feel indifferent about it
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Are you presently involved in any volunteer work?
1. Yes 2. No
If so, please describe:
8 -
50. We know that many women, after leaving school, find it difficult
to use their education in creative and meaningful ways. We are
interested in the kinds of stimulating experiences you find in your
community. Have these experiences been challenging to you?
51. If you have any additional remarks about these questions, or any
related feelings, feel free to discuss them here.
-PART II
We would like for you to complete the following instruments. There is no right
or wrong answer for any of the questions. We only need to know your feeling
and opinion.
A. How do you feel about yourself as a person? Read each of the following
statements very carefully. As you read each statement, decide whether
you agree or disagree with it. Then circle the number under the term
that best describes how you honestly feel.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
1. I take a positive attitude 1 2
toward myself.
3 4
2. All in all, I am inclined 1 2
to feel that I am a failure.
3 4
3. I wish I could have more 1 2
respect for myself.
3 4
4. I feel that I am a person 1 2
of worth, at least on an
equal plane with others.
3 4
5. I certainly feel useless 1 2
at times.
3 4
6. I feel I do not have much 1 2
to be proud of.
3 4
7. I am able to do things as 1 2
well as most other people.
3 4
8. I feel that I have a number 1 2
of good qualities.
3 4
9. At times I think I am no 1 2
good at all.
3 4
10. On the whole, I am 1 2
satisfied with myself.
3 4
B. Below are a variety of adjectives. Draw a circle around each adjective
which you think describes you.
Shy Lazy Kind Sympathetic Worrisome
Popular Tense Noisy Unbalanced Mature
Individualistic Happy Inferior Attractive Intelligent
Aggressive Suspicious Industrious Guilty Considerate
Depressed Friendly Irritable Ambitious Nervous
This is a study of what the general public thinks about a number
of problems. The best answer to each statement below is your
personal opinion. We have tried to cover many different points
of view. You may find yourself agreeing strongly with some of
the statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, and
perhaps uncertain about ethers. Whether you agree or disagree
with any statement, you can be sure that many other people feel
the same way that you do.
Mark each statement in the left margin according to how much
you agree or disagree with it. Please mark every one. Write
in +1, +2, +3; or -1, -2, -3, depending on how you feel in each
case.
+1: I AGREE A LITTLE -1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE
+2: I AGREE PRETTY MUCK -2: I DISAGREE PRETTY MUCH
+3: I AGREE VERY MUCH -3: I DISAGREE VERY MUCH
1. Negroes have their rights, but it is best to keep them in their own
districts and schools, and to prevent too much contact with whites.
2. One trouble with Jewish business men is that they stick together
and prevent other people from having a fair chance in competition.
3. The worst danger to real Americanism during the last 50 years
has come from foreign ideas and agitators.
4. It would be a mistake ever to have Negroes for foremen and leaders
ever Whites.
5. I can harr'Iy imagine myself marrying a Jew.
6. Religious sects whose beliefs do not permit them to salute the flag
should be forced to conform to such a patriotic action or be
abolished.
7. The trouble with letting Jews ir.to a nice neighborhood is that they
gradually give it a typical Jewish atmosphere.
8. The best guarantee of our national security is for America to
have the biggest Army and Navy in the world and a large stockpile
of hydrogen bombs.
9. Moot Negroes would become overbearing and disagreeable if not
kept in their place.
10. Americans may not be perfect, but the American way has brought
us about as close as human beings can get to a perfect society.
- 2 -
11. What this country needs most, more than laws and political programs,
is a few, courageous, devoted leaders in whom the people can put
their faith.
12. What the youth needs most is strict discipline, rugged determination,
and the will to work and fight for family and country.
13. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up
they ought to get over them and settle down.
14. Sex crimes, such as rape and attacks on children, deserve more
than mere imprisonment; such criminals ought to be publicly
whipped, or worse.
15. People can be divided into two distinct classes: the weak and
the strong.
16. Obedience and respect for authority are the most important
virtues children should learn.
17. Nowadays more and more people are prying into matters that
should remain personal and private.
18. Most of our social problems would be solved if we could somehow
get rid of the immoral, crooked and feebleminded people.
19. If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be
better off.
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The initiation of an Honors Program by the College of Hone
Economics at Kansas State Univorsity in the Fall of 1958 stimulated
the plan to study tho participants of that program as they progressed
through thoir collogo years* I-Ion-honors studonts were matohod with tho
honors studonts on selected variables. The present 3tudy was tho first
follow-up contact with the subjeots of the Honors Researoh Project since
- originally loft Kansas State University. The throe major objootives
of tho research wore to describe the current life styles of the subjects
as a total group, to descriptively oompare the current roles of honors
and non-honors, and to compare college graduate and non-graduate subjeots.
All eighty-seven original subjects were located by correspondence
with their parents. A total of eighty-one (93 per cent) subjeots responded
to the twelve-page, mailed questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed
to obtain information on the family setting of the subjects and to meas-
ure the roles played in relation to their education, career, family, and
community orientation.
The revealed characteristics of the total group corresponded
somewhat with findings from similar studies. One-half of the subjeots
wore classified as highly career-oriented. These career-oriented sub-
jects displayed significantly more ambition to raise the level of their
occupation than the family-oriented subjects. More of the career-
oriented subjects desired further education and advanced degrees. Of
the eighty-one subjects, S3 per cent had graduated from college. A
comparison of college graduates and non-graduates revealed that more
non-graduates were married and had more children per family. A
slightly higher percentage of college graduates desired to return to
-2-
-3-
school and earn advanced dogrees.
A comparison of tho honors and non-honors subjeots revealod a
larger percentage of honors subjects ranked as highly career-oriented.
More honors than non-honors subjects aspired to raise the level of
their occupation and to earn advanced degrees. Tho honors subjoots
also appeared to bo moro idontified with tho area of homo economics.
Non-honors subjects seemed to express a more complete satisfaction
with their prospective total life picture. The differences revealed
between the non-honors and honors subjects are probably a result of a
complex combination of factors including early environmental differ-
ences, intellectual capacities, and involvement in special programs
such as the rlonors Program.
The findings indicate that academic experiences while in ool-
lege may have an effect on the future life styles of women. More re-
fined studies and further longitudinal research may help clarify the
degree to which such experiences effect the later lives of educated
women.
